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Chapter 2421: Chapter 2415-going against the traffic 

 

“The next day, 5 pm. ” 

“””Team leader,”” Zeng ke pointed to the big screen and said,””han Sai’s detailed track during the time 

of the crime has been completed!”” ” 

“””I feel…We are getting closer and closer to the truth! ” 

“””Look …”” He pointed at the big screen and said,””during the time of the first female corpse under the 

bridge case, han sai was in Xinbin city talking business. At that time, he even met a few friends! ” 

“””When we completely restored the trajectory, we found that he did have a blank period between 8 

p.m. On December 13th and 12 p.m. On December 14th! ” 

“””Han sai also has a house in new bin, but after watching the surveillance camera, I found that he did 

not return to the house that night. ” 

“””The local agents are still looking through the surveillance cameras for further verification …”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu said.””Such a long time is enough for him to commit the crime!”” ” 

“””That’s not all,”” Zeng ke said.””After some investigation, we found that ge bing also had a blank 

period of 40 hours on the 16th and 17th …”” ” 

“””It’s possible …”” Zhao Yu said.””He was dealing with the car or the tools. It’s also possible that the 

13th was just for a preliminary inspection, and the 16th was the one who did it …”” ” 

“””Please continue reading!”” Zeng ke then said,””the second, third, and fourth cases … Almost every 

time the female corpse under the bridge case happened, han sai was out of town, and there was always 

a gap in his tracks!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Zhao Yu said.””It seems like I didn’t wrong him!”” ” 

“””Team leader,”” Zeng ke said,””to get to urant, Hu city, and other cities in the South, he would have to 

pass through aershan. So, he would have plenty of opportunities to go to ge Bing’s holiday villa and 

destroy the things there.”” ” 

“””But,”” Zhao Yu said,””he thought that he had done a good job, but he forgot that there was a box of 

…”” ” 

“””Or maybe …”” Zeng ke said.””That box was put there by ge bing, and han sai didn’t know about it at 

all … That box was covered in thick dust. Maybe they haven’t been there for many years!”” ” 

“””No matter what,”” Zhao Yu said,””as long as the higher-ups can detect ge bing and han Sai’s DNA, we 

can take action! ” 

“””By the way,”” he asked Zeng ke,””haven’t the samples been sent over? Why hasn’t it been detected 

yet?”” ” 



“””Soon, it should be soon, right?”” Zeng ke replied. ” 

“””Team leader …”” At this time, a familiar woman’s voice suddenly came from the door.””I’m here!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu and Zeng ke looked up and saw that the person was none other than Wu Xiumin, who had just 

arrived from Manzhou. ” 

“””Sis Wu!”” Zeng ke quickly greeted him. ” 

“””That’s great!”” Zhao Yu was also very happy.””Sis Wu, I’m so relieved that you’re here. Have you read 

the information?”” There’s an important interrogation today that I need your help with!”” ” 

“””No problem.”” Wu Xiumin came to Zhao Yu, then said with a little disappointment,””I’m sorry to 

disappoint you, team leader!”” ” 

“””Originally, we were planning to use solving cases to meet! I didn’t expect things to turn out like this. 

The 3rd oil extraction plant case …”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter,”” Zhao Yu said.””There are already some clues in the female corpse under the 

bridge case. After we solve it, we might be able to find some clues in your case!”” ” 

“””By the way,”” Wu Xiumin asked,””when do you plan to arrest him?”” ” 

“””I’m waiting for the results of a DNA test,”” Zhao Yu said.””Once the results are out, we’ll take action 

immediately!”” ” 

“””Boss … Eh?”” As they were talking, cui Lizhu entered the office. After seeing Wu Xiumin, she first 

greeted Wu Xiumin, then reported to Zhao Yu,””this is bad! ” 

“””Forensic Guo did a DNA test on everything in the box. It was very clean. We couldn’t even find ge 

Bing’s DNA, let alone han Sai ‘s!”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu cursed,””how could this be? Is this car that careful?”” ” 

“””The information says …”” At this moment, Xi menna stood up from her desk and said,””ge bing is a 

bit of a clean freak. Perhaps this has nothing to do with han sai …”” ” 

“””Depressed!”” Zhao Yu slammed the table, hesitating. ” 

“””Boss!”” At that moment, a fully armed Ran Tao entered the office and asked,””I saw cui come in. How 

was it?”” What was the result? Shall we set off?”” ” 

Hu … 

“Zhao Yu took a deep breath. After some serious consideration, he clenched his fists and said,””Catch!”” 

” 

“””Wait … Wait a minute …”” Cui Lizhu quickly pulled Zhao Yu’s fist down and said,””boss, you have to 

think this through. If there are no results from the comparison, we don’t have any substantial evidence! 

” 

“””Han sai is a difficult person to deal with. He will definitely not admit to his crimes …”” ” 



“””I can ‘t!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””the net has been cast. Even if there are no fish, we have 

to pull in the net!”” ” 

“””But …”” Xi menna also felt that it was too rushed. ” 

“””Now …”” Zhao Yu said,””the probability of han sai confessing is very small, but … We can change the 

point of breakthrough!”” ” 

“””Wu Xiumin,”” Zhao Yu said to Wu Xiumin,””later, when Han Wen is brought back, you will be in 

charge of interrogating her, according to what we have rehearsed!”” ” 

“””Boss …”” Cui Lizhu tugged at Zhao Yu again.””You have to think this through. Even if Han Wen is 

fooled, I’m afraid she can only admit that she lied to you. We still don’t have any solid evidence!”” ” 

“””We don’t have a trump card,”” cui Lizhu said.””You never fight a battle you’re not confident in. That’s 

not your style!”” She said. ” 

“””…”” Zhao Yu squinted his eyes and thought for a while, then said,””you’re right. I never fight a battle 

that I’m not confident in. But, whether I’m confident or not, this battle is inevitable!”” ” 

“””Team leader …”” Wu Xiumin realized the seriousness of the problem and immediately advised 

him,””you have to know that if han sai does not plead guilty, the consequences will be bad …”” ” 

“””We don’t even have concrete evidence that he and ge bing have a special relationship. If he doesn’t 

plead guilty, he can turn around and Sue us for slander …”” ” 

“””Yeah, yeah …”” Cui Lizhu said.””How about you talk to Sister Miao first and listen to her opinion?”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu …”” Xi menna whispered behind Zhao Yu,””everyone is right! If han sai is the killer under the 

bridge, then if we keep an eye on him, the female corpse case under the bridge would not have 

happened, right? ” 

“””We don’t have to rush …”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Zhao Yu turned around and glanced at Xi menna, then closed his eyes and carefully 

considered the current situation. He then said with a determined look,””it’s time. If we don’t interrogate 

him, we won’t be able to get more evidence! ” 

“””I know han sai. He must have thought of how to deal with us after we capture him! ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu narrowed his eyes and said,””I’ve seen too many people like them! They thought 

that their criminal methods were flawless, and we couldn’t do anything to them! ” 

“””But in fact, this kind of arrogance is their weakness! ” 

“””If … This is a gamble, then I’m very willing to take a gamble!”” Zhao Yu said fiercely,””let’s see if I can 

win the bet!!?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2422: Chapter 2416-battle between experts 

 



“30 minutes later, at Ge Hua and han Sai’s residence. ” 

“Zhao Yu Rang the doorbell politely, then lied that he was here to tell Ms. Ge Hua some news. ” 

“However, when the old lady opened the door, Zhao Yu led more than ten police officers with loaded 

guns into the room and went straight to Ge Hua’s bedroom. ” 

Bang! 

“In order to maximize the effect, Zhao Yu kicked the door open, and the police rushed into the room, 

pressing han sai down on the ground. ” 

“In the meantime, there were people who were arresting people, people who were holding guns as 

security guards, and even live video recordings … ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” Ge Hua was so scared that he cried out,””you … What are you doing?”” ” 

“””Wuwu …”” Han sai was pressed down on the floor by the muscular police officer and could not speak 

for a long time. ” 

“””Name, speak!”” Zhao Yu came to han sai and asked loudly,””what’s your name?”” ” 

“””Han…Han sai …”” Han sai said his name with difficulty. ” 

“””You’re Under Arrest!”” Zhao Yu took out the arrest warrant and asked,””do you know why I arrested 

you?”” ” 

“””I … I don’t know …”” Han sai mumbled,””I don’t know …”” ” 

“””Hmph! “”I knew you would say that,”” Zhao Yu said, deliberately standing in front of Ge Hua.””You 

are under arrest for the murder of four Russia women!”” ” 

“””Ah …”” Han sai was shocked and quickly shouted,””you … Are you sure? This … This is a 

misunderstanding …”” ” 

“””Alright, whether it’s a misunderstanding or not, you should know it best in your heart!”” Zhao Yu 

waved his hand and said,””now, come back to the police station with us!”” ” 

“After that, a police officer cuffed han Sai’s hands with a loud click. ” 

“””O-officer …”” Ge Hua was so scared that his face turned pale and he shivered.””You … You must have 

made a mistake …”” ” 

“””My … My husband … How could he be a murderer?”” ” 

“””Are you kidding me? we don’t have the final say!”” Zhao Yu motioned for his men to take han sai 

away, then said to Ge Hua,””Ms. GE, this case may be related to your brother’s death! ” 

“””Please wait patiently. We’ll definitely find out …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu turned and left the bedroom without looking back. ” 

“””Eh? “”Hey, hey, hey …”” Ge Hua wanted to chase after him, but he was injured. The pain was 

unbearable when he moved, and he immediately fell on the bed … ” 



…… 

“””Zhao Yu, team leader Zhao …”” When Zhao Yu was leaving, Xi menna reminded Zhao Yu from 

behind,””since the arrest warrant has been issued, why didn’t you bring Ge Hua back to the police 

station for questioning?”” ” 

“””They are a couple. No matter what the relationship between han sai and ge bing is, at least the 

couple has the same goal. They must want to kill the four bridesmaids to avenge ge bing, right? ” 

“””So, are we really not going to take this woman with us?”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Zhao Yu pulled Xi menna to the side and said,””we can’t help it. Ge Hua just had an 

operation in the hospital. I’m afraid it’s not appropriate to bring her to the police station for 

interrogation at this time …”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Xi menna said,””even if you don’t take her away, you can leave someone behind to 

question her. ” 

“””Also, shouldn’t we send a team to search their house? ” 

“””What if … What if we can find something?”” ” 

“””Alright!”” He nodded and said,””you’ve reminded me well. Then you stay here and ask questions! 

Search his house while you’re at it?”” ” 

“””Ah? Me?”” Xi menna was surprised.””Are you joking?”” ” 

“””Yes, I was just joking!”” Zhao Yu smiled and pulled Xi Mengna out of the courtyard.””Alright, you 

don’t have to worry about this. I’ve already arranged it!”” ” 

“””Oh … Is that so?”” Xi menna turned around to look at the Han family compound, but she did not see a 

single police officer. ” 

Di di … Di di … 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu’s phone rang. He checked it and said to Xi Mengna,””””Alright, Ran Tao has 

already caught Han Wen! ” 

“””The brother and sister have gathered together. Let’s see how this show will go tonight!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu pulled Xi Mengna into the police car, and returned to the Hila police station with the 

other police officers. ” 

…… 

“Twenty minutes later, in the interrogation room of the Hila police station. ” 

Han sai was brought to the interrogation chair and waited for the police to question him. 

“As for Zhao Yu, he was in the monitoring room, planning the steps of his interrogation. He carefully 

made notes on his notebook, as if he was about to command an important battle. ” 



“At the same time, Wu Xiumin, who had been prepared for this, had already entered another 

interrogation room to interrogate Han Wen. ” 

“””Boss,”” Ran Tao rubbed his hands nervously, then stared at han sai, who was behind the one-way 

glass, and asked,””do you think we have a good chance of winning?”” This kid looks like he’s trembling, 

but I feel like he’s different from the other criminals!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu raised his eyes and looked at the one-way glass too. From his angle, he could only see half of 

han Sai’s back. ” 

“But just as Ran Tao had said, han sai was hunched over and looked frightened. ” 

“However, he was not as restless as the other criminals, looking left and right, or gritting his teeth and 

picking his nose … ” 

It was as if … He had already anticipated that such a situation would happen! 

Perhaps … 

“Zhao Yu thought to himself,””han sai must be preparing for this battle too, right?”” ” 

Good! 

“Since the war is going to start sooner or later, let’s not dawdle any longer. Let’s see if we can determine 

the winner after tonight. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu took his notebook and walked to the interrogation room. ” 

“Zhao Yu did not enter the interrogation room alone. Behind him, Xi menna was holding a cup of coffee 

in her right hand, and a pack of soft Zhonghua cigarettes and a lighter in her left hand. ” 

“Behind Xi menna, the two young agents each carried a stack of documents and placed them on the 

interrogation table. ” 

“Actually, the information that Zhao Yu needed could be stored in a file box. However, in order to show 

that he had obtained enough evidence to scare the other party, he had carried so many of them … ” 

“In the end, because there was too much information, it even blocked Zhao Yu’s line of sight. So, Zhao 

Yu simply told them to put the information under the table. ” 

“Xi Mengna put Zhao Yu’s coffee and cigarettes away, then turned around to leave. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu pulled her back, then gestured to the assistant seat next to him. ” 

“Xi Mengna’s eyes were wide open, and she gestured to Zhao Yu with sign language.””What do you 

mean by this? We didn’t agree on this before?”” ” 

“However, Zhao Yu ignored him and pointed at the chair a few times, meaning to say,””if I tell you to sit, 

then sit. Stop talking …”” ” 

“Hence, Xi menna could only sit next to Zhao Yu unnaturally. ” 

The door of the interrogation room closed! 



“””Police officer, police officer …”” Han sai explained as soon as the door was closed.””You’ve got it all 

wrong. I’m not the murderer. I’m innocent!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu ignored him, but took a sip of his coffee. Then, he began to slowly organize the items on the 

table, and it took him more than a minute … ” 

“Seeing that Zhao Yu was ignoring him, han sai lowered his head and did not say anything. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu seemed to be organizing his things, but he was actually observing han Sai’s subtle 

expressions and movements through the real-time monitoring on his mobile phone. ” 

The so-called exchange of blows between experts could only be done in an instant. 

“Just from this encounter, Zhao Yu was certain that he had found the right person this time! ” 

He was the assassin under the bridge! 

 

Chapter 2423: Chapter 2418-exchanging blows 

 

Baji … Baji … 

“Zhao Yu took a few sips of his coffee, then walked up to han sai and said with a smile,””Why don’t we … 

Make a deal?”” ” 

Han sai was stunned. Xi menna’s eyes widened. 

“””You tell me the truth about the female corpse under the bridge,”” Zhao Yu said with a smile.””I’ll tell 

you who posted the video …”” ” 

“……” 

“After Zhao Yu finished speaking, the interrogation room fell into a dead silence. ” 

“Not only in the interrogation room, but all the police officers in the monitoring room were also stunned 

by Zhao Yu’s opening speech. ” 

“””O-officer …”” Han sai trembled as he said,””you … You’re joking, okay?”” ” 

“””Alright, you and I are both old demons with cultivation, so stop pretending to be little ghosts!”” Zhao 

Yu said,””han sai, your eyes have already betrayed you. You still haven’t unraveled the knot in your 

heart, have you?”” ” 

“””You … Officer …”” Han sai was confused.””I really don’t understand what you are talking about.”” ” 

“””Let’s all be more professional and cut down on those useless wrangling, okay?”” Zhao Yu put his 

hands on the interrogation table and looked at han sai.””Tell me, have you not found the answer yet? ” 

“””You really want to know who posted that video?”” ” 

“””You …”” Han Sai’s face remained innocent. ” 



“””Here,”” Zhao Yu squinted his eyes and said,””when I locked onto you, I investigated you in the most 

detailed way possible! ” 

“””On September 11th last year, the day before ge bing and keshenia got married,”” Zhao Yu said.””You 

were in Manzhou to participate in the bidding for the damu competition. ” 

“””That day, you took the K1260 train and returned to Hila from Manzhou … ” 

“””Your seat number is 17!”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””I think, from that moment on, you already knew 

the Russia brides at ge Bing’s funeral, right?”” ” 

“Hearing this, han sai raised his head, and the corners of his eyes twitched slightly, as if he was surprised 

by the main point of Zhao Yu’s question. ” 

“””Tell me …”” Zhao Yu asked, enunciating each word.””What did they say?”” ” 

“””This …”” Beads of sweat started to form on ge Bing’s forehead. His eyes wavered, and it was obvious 

that he was thinking about something. ” 

“””Don’t forget,”” Zhao Yu reminded her.””We’ve already checked your background. Every time you 

talked business with the Russians, you never asked for an interpreter! ” 

“””Please don’t tell me you don’t understand Russian …”” ” 

“Han sai swallowed his saliva. After thinking for a long time, his eyes suddenly fixed on Zhao Yu and he 

said,””detective Zhao Yu is indeed different from the rest …”” ” 

“Although han Sai’s words were spoken softly, one could hear the provocation in his tone. ” 

And it was this provocation that made the police detectives in the monitoring room tense up! 

“Xi menna was also shocked, and she felt her heart beat faster. ” 

“””That’s right,”” Zhao Yu said with a faint smile.””This makes it look like a battle between Masters!”” ” 

“””Han sai …”” Zhao Yu raised his head and said seriously,””are you thinking that if you answer my 

questions honestly, it will have an important impact on your performance later? ” 

“””Has this deviated from your original plan? ” 

“””According to your original plan, I should first talk about your relationship with ge bing, then talk 

about how you killed the people under the bridge?”” ” 

“This time, han sai didn’t pretend to be afraid, but stared at Zhao Yu without blinking. ” 

“””Hey,”” Zhao Yu said,””I’m asking you a question! If you don’t answer my question, it means that 

you’re hiding something from the police, right?”” ” 

“””I … I don’t know …”” Han sai stared into Zhao Yu’s eyes and replied,””I fell asleep!”” ” 

“””Hey!”” Zhao Yu shouted,””before you lie, let me remind you that the red-haired woman was 

originally sitting in seat 16 next to you. However, a younger Russia girl exchanged seats with her and sat 

next to you …”” ” 



“After hearing this, Zhao Yu could clearly see that han Sai’s expression had changed slightly. ” 

“However, han sai seemed to have made up his mind. He said without hesitation,”” ” 

“””I’m sorry, I’m not lying! ” 

“””You’re talking about the change of seats. I have a vague impression of them. There were indeed two 

Russia beauties sitting opposite me, but …”” Han sai said calmly,””the bidding conference took too much 

of my energy, and I drank with a few friends until late at night, so I really fell asleep on the table and 

didn’t hear anything …”” ” 

“””You know very well …”” Zhao Yu pointed at han sai and said,””since I knew that someone had 

exchanged seats with Yelina, I must have questioned everyone near your seat …”” ” 

“””According to the people involved, Russia girls were very loud. You were sitting with them. Don’t you 

think you were being too perfunctory by saying that you didn’t hear anything? ” 

“””Also, ge bing is your brother-in-law, and keshenia is your sister-in-law,”” Zhao Yu said.””After hearing 

these two names, are you going to continue sleeping?”” ” 

“””Aiya, what a pity!”” Han sai pretended to be upset and said,””if I had known that those foreign 

women were the bridesmaids for the wedding, I would have at least greeted them and tried to get 

closer to them …”” ” 

“””Detective Zhao,”” han Sai’s eyes widened, and he pretended to be excited as he said,””you told me 

that the bridesmaids were killed. Are they the ones?”” ” 

All the investigators in the monitoring room shook their heads when they saw han Sai’s reaction. They 

had never seen a suspect like han sai before. 

“Unconsciously, everyone became even more nervous, and they were all worried for Zhao Yu. ” 

“””Okay, okay …”” Zhao Yu picked up his cup, took two more sips of coffee, and said with a smile,””han 

sai, you should understand that a lie needs to be covered up with more lies!”” ” 

“””Look at this …”” Zhao Yu took out a piece of paper from the folder and said,””on the night you took 

the K1260 train, you called ge bing three times in a row. All three calls added up to more than an hour! ” 

“””Then … Tell me …”” Zhao Yu asked.””What did you guys talk about? Did you mention the 

bridesmaids?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Han sai pretended to recall and said,””we’re getting married soon, so it’s inevitable that we’ll 

be a little nervous. I just tried to persuade him …”” ” 

“””Of course, what we talked about the most was that ge bing hoped that I could convince his sister, Ge 

Hua, to come to the wedding …”” ” 

Clang clang clang … 

“Zhao Yu knocked on the table and reminded him,””please be careful, you were the one who called ge 

bing, okay?”” ” 



“””If he needs your comfort and your help, why didn’t he call you?”” ” 

“””Because I’m a bitch!”” However, han sai did not play by the rules.””He’s almost 40, and it’s his first 

time getting married. I knew he must be confused, so I called him first.”” ” 

“””Do you have to fight three times?”” Zhao Yu asked,””and it’s getting more and more urgent. It seems 

that in the end, they parted on bad terms, right? The last call was less than a minute ago?”” ” 

“””Isn’t this about the conflict between him and his sister?”” Han sai said without hesitation,””I advised 

him to put down his pride, call his sister, and apologize. Then, Ge Hua might be able to come to the 

wedding! ” 

“””But that kid was a stubborn donkey. He wouldn’t listen no matter what I said. I was afraid that he 

would get drunk and argue with his sister again, so I called him two more times, but he wouldn’t listen 

no matter what. In the end, we parted on bad terms … ” 

“””We parted on bad terms, right!”” Han sai nodded and said,””you’re right, detective Zhao. The phone 

call that day ended on bad terms …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2424: A bizarre interrogation (1) 

 

Pa … 

A photo was thrown in front of han sai. There was a silver-gray Ford sharp edge in the photo. 

“””Do you recognize this car?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“Zhao Yu’s questions were obviously aimed at his cheeks. From the beginning, his questions seemed to 

have jumped around. ” 

“Obviously, han sai was not used to Zhao Yu’s question. He paused for a long time, then nodded and 

said,”” ” 

“””Of course I do. This is ge Bing’s car,”” han sai said.””She bought it three years ago …”” ” 

“””Don’t talk about those useless things,”” Zhao Yu said, pointing at the photo.””Have you driven this 

car before?”” ” 

“””Well …”” Han sai thought for a while and replied,””I’ve opened it a few times in the past …”” ” 

“””Since December last year …”” Zhao Yu asked,””have you ever driven this car?”” ” 

“””No…”” Han sai replied.””I saw it. At the place where ge bing committed suicide, wasn’t the car 

already burned down? How can I drive it?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu smiled.””You’re finally asking the question you know, right?”” ” 

Han sai was speechless. 



“””Let’s look at this photo again.”” Zhao Yu showed han sai a burnt electric sled and asked,””do you 

have any impression of this sled?”” ” 

“””Officer, you’ve asked me this question before, right?”” Han sai said without hesitation,””this sleigh 

also belongs to ge bing. She … Um … Bought it two years ago, right?”” ” 

“””At that time, we even drove on ice together …”” ” 

“””Is this sleigh easy to drive?”” Zhao Yu asked,””how does it feel to drive?”” ” 

“””It’s lighter than a regular sleigh, but it’s quite fast …”” Han sai replied. ” 

“””Look …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the photo and said,””this sleigh isn’t big, right? Isn’t it a bit of a hassle to 

drag a dead body for a long distance on the ice in the wilderness?”” ” 

“””…”” Han sai was speechless. He shook his head and said,””I don’t understand what you mean …”” ” 

“””Han sai …”” Zhao Yu asked solemnly,””after you got married, how was your relationship with your 

wife, ge bing?”” ” 

“””…”” Han Sai’s face was obviously anxious. He replied with a straight face,””it’s pretty good …”” ” 

“””You rarely quarrel, right?”” Zhao Yu asked,””it seems like the rumors didn’t affect your relationship 

…”” ” 

“””Rumors?”” Han sai furrowed his brows, feeling more and more surprised. ” 

“””Some people say that you live off a woman!”” Zhao Yu said as if he was talking about something 

trivial,””you, han sai, have thick eyebrows and big eyes, like a celebrity, but your family background is 

average! ” 

“””And Ge Hua is a well-known rich woman. You married her … Oh no, you married her. Did you take a 

fancy to her money?”” ” 

“””You …”” Han Sai’s suspicion turned into anger.””What do you mean by that?”” What does my wife 

and I have to do with you?”” ” 

“””Why aren’t you closing it?”” Zhao Yu squinted his eyes and said,””it’s a big deal! Look, you’re almost 

40 years old, and you don’t even want a child. Tell me, your relationship must’ve been broken long ago, 

right?”” ” 

“””You …”” Han sai gritted his teeth.””Whether we want a child or not, does it have anything to do with 

you guys arresting me?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu nodded and laughed evilly.””I understand. There must be something wrong with it!”” 

Tell me, is there a problem with you, or is it that your wife can’t have children … ” 

“””Could it be that your wife had a miscarriage before, or her body is weak …”” ” 

“Han sai trembled with anger, but after a minute, he suddenly understood something. He immediately 

calmed down and said,””detective Zhao, I have a feeling that you’re trying to infuriate me. ” 

“””You want me to lose my mind so you can frame me? ” 



“””You … You want to trick me?”” He grinned hideously and said,””is this the style of the famous 

detective Zhao?”” ” 

“This time, it was Zhao Yu’s turn to be silent. ” 

“””Aiya!”” “”What devil case? what headless female corpses case?”” han sai asked in an exaggerated 

manner.””Could it be that the murderer was innocent?”” ” 

“””Are you really that unscrupulous in order to solve a case?”” ” 

Bang! 

“Zhao Yu slammed the table, but after that, he suddenly understood something. He laughed and said, ” 

“””Expert, he’s indeed an expert … ” 

“Zhao Yu crossed his arms and said,””it seems that you have learned a lot from your sister!”” ” 

“””Did you know?”” Zhao Yu pointed to the door,””my colleagues are interrogating Han Wen next 

door!”” It seems that your little sister is quite a competent police officer. She has already told us about 

the things that happened to you …”” ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” The corner of han Sai’s mouth curled up slightly as he said coldly,””if one move 

doesn’t work, do you want to change it? If you have the ability, don’t use my family to threaten me. 

What kind of man are you?”” ” 

“””I’m not a hero, I’m a detective,”” Zhao Yu said.””Han Wen couldn’t keep her official position. When I 

first questioned her and showed her the autopsy report of the female corpses under the bridge case, 

she already knew that her brother was the killer under the bridge! ” 

“””So, she deliberately misled us into thinking that the murderer was ge bing. But what she didn’t know 

was that ge bing had already hung herself at that time …”” ” 

“As he spoke, Zhao Yu deliberately emphasized the words “”ge bing hung herself.”” ” 

“As expected, after he said that, han Sai’s face changed. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu knew that it was not the time to strike while the iron was hot. Han sai was so alert, 

which meant that he was still far from being ready. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu turned and said,”” ” 

“””Next, let’s talk about your relationship with your two younger sisters …”” ” 

Han sai was speechless again. 

…… 

“Just like that, an hour and a half passed. Zhao Yu did not mention a single word about han sai and ge 

bing being gay, but only used Ge Hua, Han Qing, and Han Wen to repeatedly rub han Sai’s nerves. ” 

“After the conversation ended, he actually went back to the topic and asked about the Russia 

bridesmaids. Then, he led him step by step and brought the topic to ge Bing’s wedding. ” 



“””Well, whether it’s a foreign bridesmaid or a non-foreign bridesmaid, I basically understand,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””Then, let’s talk about the core person, Qianqian’s bride! ” 

“””Han sai,”” Zhao Yu shouted,””speak! Do you have an affair with the bride, Ksenia?”” ” 

Gulp … 

Han sai almost slammed his head on the interrogation table! 

“””You … You B * stard,”” han sai scolded.””You can interrogate him, but why do you have to go on and 

on like a Blabbermouth?”” ” 

“””Wrong!”” Zhao Yu said,””all gossipmongers carry human Gu on their back, and I did it in front of you, 

right? so, I shouldn’t be called a gossipmonger!”” ” 

“””What the …”” Han sai slammed the table. His patience was wearing thin, and he could only say 

resentfully,””I have nothing to do with keshenia. I’m not like you, you wouldn’t even let go of your 

friend’s wife …”” ” 

“””Hey! Zhao Yu quickly said,””this is not about you anymore. You’re slandering me, you know? I can 

Sue you, do you understand? ” 

“””Besides, I did have an affair with your wife, but I’m not your friend, am I?”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Han sai was in so much pain that he wanted to stand up, but the interrogation chair had a 

panel and he could not do so … ” 

“At the same time, everyone in the monitoring room fell to the ground. No one had expected that Zhao 

Yu, as a super detective, would actually argue with the suspect in the interrogation room, and in such a 

sinister way at that. ” 

“Xi Mengna, who was sitting next to Zhao Yu, also opened her eyes. She covered her face in 

embarrassment and observed Zhao Yu through the gaps between her fingers, but she realized that Zhao 

Yu’s expression did not change. ” 

Buzz Buzz … Buzz Buzz … 

“At that moment, Xi Mengna noticed that Zhao Yu’s phone was vibrating. It seemed like someone had 

sent him a message. ” 

“Zhao Yu lowered his head to take a look. His face suddenly relaxed, and his eyes revealed a cunning 

light. ” 

 

Chapter 2425: A bizarre interrogation (2) 

 

“””Even if you didn’t have an affair with the bride, you’re still related to her.”” After reading the 

message on his phone, Zhao Yu suddenly changed his style and gradually became fierce.””Because you 

hate this foreign woman! ” 



“””She snatched away your true love. He wants to … With your good friend ge bing … ” 

“””Ge bing fell in love with someone else. Not only did he fall in love with this woman, but he also freed 

himself from his abnormal sexual orientation. This is what you don’t want to see the most!”” ” 

“””What … What are you talking about?!”” Han sai shook his head in denial.””Can you guys stop 

spreading rumors? ge bing and I are best friends who grew up together. It’s because we’re both 

handsome and married late that people started spreading rumors about us!”” ” 

“””Your sister is also spreading rumors?”” Zhao Yu snorted coldly.””I knew you would answer like that. 

Han sai, do you feel that I’ve finally fallen into your rhythm? ” 

“””This is the question you wanted me to ask you, right?”” ” 

“””My younger sister?”” Han sai frowned.””What are you talking about?!”” ” 

“””Your sister Han Wen has already admitted that you and ge bing are doing that!”” Zhao Yu said,””the 

two of you are in love …”” ” 

“””Impossible! My sister wouldn’t say that,””han sai said loudly,”” Oh my God, how did the police 

produce a weirdo like you! ” 

“””You have to take responsibility for what you say!”” Han sai said,””there’s nothing abnormal between 

me and ge bing! If we’re the one you’re talking about, then Why Did I Get Married? why did I marry ge 

Bing’s sister?”” ” 

“””Because you’re a very cautious person. You’ve liked to read detective novels since you were young. 

You like the feeling of being in control of everything and not being understood by anyone!”” Zhao Yu 

said,””this is also what your little sister Han Wen said. Ge Hua is just your cover! ” 

“””If you marry Ge Hua, you can prove that there’s no problem with your sexual orientation. In the 

future, you can be at ease and have fun with ge bing, because you’ve become his brother-in-law! ” 

“””I’m just wondering,”” Zhao Yu shouted.””Have you never felt guilty? Are you being fair to your wife, 

Ge Hua? You’ve ruined this woman’s life, do you know that?”” ” 

“””Please!”” Han sai was really anxious and immediately shouted at Zhao Yu,””please don’t let your 

imagination run wild and make slanderous accusations. I know what you want to do. If you do this again, 

I won’t answer any of your questions! ” 

“””Until I applied for reasonable legal procedures …”” ” 

“””PAH!”” Zhao Yu shouted, throwing the shoe box that the police had found in aershan in front of han 

sai.””Are you not familiar with these things? Your DNA is on it! ” 

“””Also, we found a witness,”” Zhao Yu said quickly and rhythmically.””Someone saw you and ge bing in 

the hot spring two years ago in aershan. At that time, you booked a private room! ” 

“””Why would two men book a private room when they’re going to the hot spring?”” ” 



“””We’re happy to,”” han sai said.””Because we’re talking about a secret, and we don’t want outsiders 

to know! “”And …”” He gestured to the items with his chin.””I don’t know where these things came 

from. I think you’re trying to frame me. I doubt the results of your identification …”” ” 

“””Han sai, my brother has already given you a chance!”” Zhao Yu asked,””are you really not going to 

admit that you and ge bing have the same surname?”” ” 

“””Why do you guys have to say that?”” Han sai said angrily,””ge bing is my brother-in-law. You’re 

insulting my character and defaming my personal image by spreading rumors like this. I’m going to hire 

a lawyer and Sue you!”” ” 

“””Do you really think that we’re just making up rumors without any real evidence?”” Zhao Yu asked 

coldly. ” 

“””Just based on these lousy things, lousy photos, and other people’s suspicions, what kind of real 

evidence is this?”” Han sai raised an objection.””Ge bing and I are on a business trip and staying in the 

same room. Does that make us co-workers?”” ” 

“””Officer, I’m a married man. If someone slandered you like this, what would you do?”” ” 

“””I’m not slandering you. I’m telling the truth!”” Zhao Yu said,””everything you’ve done was to be able 

to be with ge bing for a long time. For this, you did everything you could to not have a child with Ge 

Hua! ” 

“””But, you would never have thought that ge bing couldn’t take it anymore. He found a foreign bride 

and is about to get married! ” 

“””Maybe this foreign bride was also a cover,”” Zhao Yu said quickly.””If ge bing gets married, no one 

will point fingers at him! ” 

“””However, you gradually realized that things were starting to get out of control. Ge bing really fell in 

love with keshenia! ” 

“””Then, you heard about Ksenia’s past on the train. You thought that Ksenia didn’t cooperate with ge 

bing! ” 

“””So, you called ge bing many times that night. You told her that keshenia wasn’t a pure woman and 

that she had a dark past. However, ge bing didn’t listen and insisted on holding the wedding … ” 

“””After that, an indecent video suddenly appeared at the wedding, and the bride, keshenia, died in a 

car accident. All of this was beyond your expectations … ” 

“””Originally, you thought that this might not be a bad thing. At least your ge bing can return to your 

arms … ” 

“””But what I didn’t expect was that ge bing didn’t think things through and hung himself in the hall 

where they were preparing for the wedding! ” 

“””Looking at ge Bing’s corpse, you were disheartened and filled with hatred. Even though you didn’t 

attend the wedding, you already knew what happened … ” 



“””You’ve also heard the conversation between the foreign bridesmaids, so you’re sure that they’re the 

ones behind the indecent video! Without them, ge bing would not have died … ” 

“””So, you decided to take revenge for ge bing. You started to design and execute the plan, and in the 

end, you killed them perfectly! ” 

“””The reason why you wanted to hang their bodies under the bridge was because when you were 

young, you liked to read the little human book about female corpses on the hanging bridge of Bucharest 

with ge bing! ” 

“””Also, ge bing was hanged, so you also hung those women to vent your anger …”” ” 

“””Enough, enough!”” Han sai said agitatedly,””I really doubt if you’re a professional agent. ” 

“””Do you feel a sense of accomplishment by making up a crime story without any basis? ” 

“””I’m telling you, I’m not a murderer! I didn’t kill anyone!”” ” 

“””You might not know, but we can accurately calculate ge Bing’s exact date of death, right?”” Zhao Yu 

continued at his own pace,””after ge bing hung herself, you went on four trips, and in all four trips, the 

female corpse under the bridge case happened. Is this not a coincidence?”” ” 

“””What coincidence!”” Han sai shouted,””the female corpse under the bridge case happened in 

Manzhou. I’ve never been to Manzhou, so how could it be me?”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu pretended to be surprised.””What did you say? You haven’t been to Manzhou since 

December last year?”” ” 

“””Yeah!”” Han sai said loudly,””the last time I went there was the day before ge Bing’s wedding. Since 

then, I have not been to Manzhou! ” 

“””But …”” He remembered something and added,””on the way to new Coast City, we only passed by 

Manzhou. We didn’t enter the city center …”” ” 

“””Oh … Is that so?”” Zhao Yu smiled coldly and took out a map of han Sai’s business trip from the 

folder. He handed it to han sai and said,””well, next, let’s have a good talk about whether you’ve been 

to Manzhou or not …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2426: A bizarre interrogation (2) 

 

One minute … 

Two minutes … 

“In the blink of an eye, another hour had passed. ” 

“As time went on, the atmosphere in the interrogation room gradually became anxious and oppressive. 

The interrogation seemed to have fallen into a dull tug-of-war … ” 



“””Officer Zhao … It seems like you’re not professional at all!”” Han sai looked at the information 

provided by Zhao Yu and shook his head.””What you’ve said only exists in theory. That’s your subjective 

will. In your heart, you seem to have already identified me as the criminal. Don’t you think that’s 

wrong?”” ” 

“””Then, how do you explain it?”” Zhao Yu pointed at the information and asked,””when you were on 

business trips, why were there blank periods that couldn’t prove your existence?”” ” 

“””Is this important?”” Han sai did not take it seriously.””Although I’m on a business trip, I can’t possibly 

be watched all the time, right?”” ” 

“””I need my own space too. I’ll rest in the hotel, go shopping at the store, or read books or something 

…”” ” 

“””Okay, then tell me which hotel you’re staying at, which shop you’re shopping at, which bookstore 

you’re reading at, and tell me your specific time!”” ” 

“””Please,”” han sai said,””I’m not the strongest brain, how could I remember everything so clearly?”” ” 

“””There are surveillance cameras in the hotel,”” Zhao Yu said.””Although you’re on a business trip, 

there were some loopholes. If we couldn’t find out anything, it would be very unreasonable!”” ” 

“””Well, since there are surveillance cameras, then you guys should check it carefully!”” Han sai said 

indifferently,””aren’t you guys overestimating me? ” 

“””According to what you said, when I was on a business trip, I had to get a car and quietly return to 

Hila. Then, I would drive ge Bing’s car to Manzhou to kill people! ” 

“””After killing them, I have to go back the way I came. There can’t be any accidents and I can’t be 

discovered by anyone? ” 

“””That’s killing people. I have to catch them before I can kill them, right? “”We still have to dump the 

body under the bridge and hang it up. Tsk tsk tsk tsk …”” Han sai shook his head.””Do you really think 

I’m a secret agent killer?”” ” 

“””All of this, as long as the operation is reasonable, is not difficult to achieve!”” Zhao Yu said,””you’re 

good at controlling the overall situation, and you’re meticulous. It’s not difficult for you to design such a 

killing plan …”” ” 

“””Why are you so sure that I’m the murderer?”” Han sai shook his head and said,””I’ve already said 

that everything you said is based on your own wishes. Without any real evidence, what right do you 

have to arrest me? ” 

“””Oh, just because of rumors, you’re saying that ge bing and I have that kind of relationship? ” 

“””Just because I couldn’t prove it for a period of time during my business trip, you’re saying that I’m the 

killer under the bridge? ” 

“””Let’s not waste time like this, alright?”” Han sai said impatiently,””if you can’t prove anything, then 

let me go!”” ” 



The interrogation room fell into silence after han sai finished speaking. 

“Zhao Yu didn’t say anything, while Xi Mengna lowered her head and pretended to take notes, not 

daring to make a sound. ” 

“From Xi Mengna’s point of view, Zhao Yu’s arrest today was indeed a little rushed. Han sai was 

obviously well prepared, even though he had already lost his patience from Zhao Yu’s torture. ” 

“However, just as han sai had said, everything was in vain without any real evidence. ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu stood up slowly and said to han sai,””I don’t think you smoke, so … Do you want to 

drink something?”” ” 

Han sai glared at Zhao Yu but did not respond. 

“””Little Xi,”” Zhao Yu tilted his head at Xi menna,””get him a glass of water! Hot water, it’s so cold, 

don’t get a stomach ache …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Xi menna quickly opened the door and went outside. ” 

“””Look, look …”” Zhao Yu pointed at Xi Mengna’s back and said,””you didn’t even take a look at such a 

beautiful lady, and you’re saying you’re not gay?”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Han sai was about to go crazy.””Are you crazy?”” ” 

“””This kind of thing can’t be hidden from people.”” Zhao Yu bent his knees slightly and rubbed his 

knees.””You must be having an affair with ge bing …”” ” 

“””Ah …”” Han sai gritted his teeth.””You’re still like this, aren’t you?”” I’m telling you, Zhao Yu, when I 

get out of here, I’m going to hire a lawyer to Sue you! ” 

“””You say that ge bing and I are having sex? you have to have evidence. We go to the same hot spring, 

live in the same room, and hug each other’s shoulders. ” 

“””You have to have real evidence, real evidence, do you understand?”” ” 

“As han sai was talking excitedly, Xi Mengna had already returned to the interrogation room with a glass 

of hot water. ” 

“She placed the cup of hot water on the interrogation chair, which han sai could reach out to. ” 

“However, han sai had no interest in drinking the water. He was still glaring at Zhao Yu. He did not 

notice that after Xi menena put down the cup, she handed Zhao Yu an envelope. ” 

“””Hmph … Hmph Hmph …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu opened the envelope and took out a stack of photos. Then, he snorted coldly, and his 

expression was full of ridicule. ” 

“””Han sai,”” Zhao Yu threw the top few photos in front of han sai,””take a good look at these photos. 

Are they real evidence?”” ” 



“Han sai was taken aback. He quickly picked up the photo and looked at it. However, with just one look, 

he was completely stunned. His face was filled with fear and disbelief! ” 

“””This … This …”” He stared at Zhao Yu with his eyes wide open.””This is impossible!”” ” 

“””What’s impossible?”” Zhao Yu pointed at the photo and said,””I’ve already seen through your lies! 

What else do you have to say?”” ” 

The photos were all intimate shots of han sai and ge bing. There were even some unsightly ones that 

were obviously taken when they were having fun together! 

“””This … This is impossible …”” Han sai pointed at the photos and said,””you’re stalling me, you’re 

stalling for time. So … You’re faking it … These … These photos are all photoshopped!”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu snorted and said fiercely,””han sai, do you know what I, Zhao the great detective, 

look down on the most? ” 

“””Let me tell you. What I despise the most are the criminals who think that they are smart and that 

they are above the law and can get away with their crimes perfectly! ” 

“””I just don’t understand. Have you guys watched too many crime movies? do you think that you can 

still act arrogantly in front of the police even though you’re already sitting in an interrogation chair? ” 

“””Have you never thought that since you are fixed on the interrogation chair, you have lost the 

initiative, and we are the ones who have the most initiative?”” ” 

“””You …”” Han sai was still in disbelief. He pushed the photos to the ground and said,””these photos 

must be fake!”” I’ve studied you before, Zhao Yu. You’re famous for luring suspects, this is your usual 

trick …”” ” 

“””F * ck your mother! Han sai, at this point, don’t tell me you still don’t understand?”” Zhao Yu shook 

his head and said,””it seems that you’re only so-so! ” 

“””Once upon a time, I compared you to han Kuan from the devil case! It seems like I’ve overestimated 

you …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2427: You’re not my main target 

 

Oh my God! 

“Just as Zhao Yu showed the photo to han sai, Xi menna could not help but exclaim in her heart! ” 

“Just now, the envelope was given to her by Zeng ke when she was pouring the water. ” 

“She had thought that there would be some information in the envelope, but she did not expect it to be 

full of photos. Furthermore, there were even the most private and intimate photos of han sai and ge 

bing … ” 



“Therefore, until now, Xi Mengna was still suspicious of the authenticity of these photos. She suspected 

that Zhao Yu had asked Zeng ke to Photoshop them on the spot! ” 

“However, after Zhao Yu said those words, Xi Mengna gradually realized that it was not as simple as she 

had thought. ” 

“””You’re lying! You’re lying!”” Han sai knocked over the glass of water that Xi menna had brought to 

him earlier. He still could not believe that the photos were real. ” 

“””Han sai,”” Zhao Yu took the bulging envelope and sat down in front of han sai, then said 

steadily,””think about it now. In fact, from the beginning of this interrogation, you have lost! ” 

“””All you can think about is how I’ll insist on your relationship with ge bing and how to prove that 

you’re the killer under the bridge. I’m a world-famous detective, if you guess correctly, how 

embarrassing would that be? ” 

“””Now, do you know where these photos came from?”” Zhao Yu asked, then waited. ” 

“At this moment, han sai had clearly lost his previous calm, and even his eyes had become dull. ” 

“””No way? Don’t you understand?”” Zhao Yu snorted coldly and said,””han sai, I’ve seen too many 

examples of you being too smart for your own good! ” 

“””Ever since you were young, you thought that you could hide anything from others, but … The world is 

not what you think it is! ” 

“””Just because people don’t say it doesn’t mean they don’t know … ” 

“””How is it? you should be able to understand what I’m saying, right?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Han sai was obviously following Zhao Yu’s train of thought, but the more he thought, the 

more incredulous he felt. After a long time, he finally said,””GE…Ge bing …”” ” 

“””I’ll go!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and sighed.””Ge bing is your lover. Is he crazy to take such a 

photo?”” ” 

“””That … That’s impossible!”” Han sai gritted his teeth and said,””you’re lying to me. The technology is 

so advanced now that you can do anything you want …”” ” 

“””Be your big head! You’ve already guessed it, haven’t you?”” Zhao Yu said fiercely,””you pretended 

not to have guessed it because you didn’t dare to face the reality! ” 

“””Silly girl, let me tell you the answer!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the photos on the ground and said,””these 

photos were all taken by your wife!”” ” 

“””No! “”No…”” In that instant, han sai seemed to have gone crazy as he shouted,””impossible!”” She 

doesn’t know anything. It’s impossible …”” ” 

“””I’m sorry, I have to boast again!”” Zhao Yu said steadily,””as the saying goes,’the sword takes an 

unconventional path’. From the day I confirmed that you were a suspect, I didn’t see you as my main 

target! ” 



“””I know that a criminal like the killer under the bridge is definitely not someone I can take down 

through normal means, so … ” 

“””My main investigation target is not you, but your wife, Ge Hua!”” ” 

“””You …”” Han sai gulped, still in disbelief.””She … She doesn’t know anything!”” ” 

“””Yeah,”” Zhao Yu said, smiling.””She doesn’t know anything, so I’m investigating her.”” ” 

“””Han sai, try to recall,”” Zhao Yu said.””Do you remember what happened on the day we first met? ” 

“””When Ge Hua found out about the horrible female corpse under the bridge case in Manzhou, and 

that the four female corpses were all foreign bridesmaids at ge Bing’s wedding, what would she think? ” 

“””At that time, I also fell into a misunderstanding,”” Zhao Yu said.””I only thought that Ge Hua fell off 

the horse in fear and almost lost her life because she was worried that the case was her brother’s doing! 

” 

“””After all, at that time, she didn’t know that ge bing had already hung herself! ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu stared at han sai and said,””a few days later, when ge Bing’s body was found, when I 

made you the best suspect … ” 

“Zhao Yu closed his eyes and said,””when I tried to recall what happened that day, I had a different 

understanding of the situation. When I saved your wife, she cried and shouted,”” ” 

“””Impossible, impossible, my brother is definitely not a murderer …”” ” 

“””Han sai!”” Zhao Yu opened his eyes and said,””didn’t you hear the problem in your wife’s words?”” ” 

Wow … 

“Before han sai could react, Xi menna, who had been through the incident at the equestrian field, 

widened her eyes in shock. The way she looked at Zhao Yu had changed. ” 

“””Your wife is telling me,”” Zhao Yu said,””that the murderer can’t be her brother, but …”” ” 

Zhao Yu pointed at han sai! 

“””Bastard, bastard!”” Han sai was trembling with anger.””You’re talking nonsense!”” ” 

“””F * ck, it doesn’t matter if I’m talking nonsense or not, huh?”” Zhao Yu pointed to the photos on the 

ground and continued,””your wife thought that you helped ge bing kill the four women! ” 

“””Because she knows how capable you are! ” 

“””She knows ge bing doesn’t have the ability to commit such a major crime … ” 

“””Also, she knows how much you love her brother!”” ” 

“””Shut up, shut up!”” Han sai shouted agitatedly,””stop spouting nonsense! Stop spouting nonsense!”” 

Ah …”” ” 



“””Don’t get too excited. I told you to drink some water, but you didn’t want to!”” Zhao Yu pouted and 

said,””I was just about to talk about the most important thing! ” 

“””Let me think, where should I start … Oh … Ge Hua, your wife …”” Zhao Yu said.””When I realized that 

Ge Hua might know something, I made a quick decision and made Ge Hua my main target for the female 

corpses under the bridge case! ” 

“””That’s why I double-checked the investigation. While I was investigating you, I also paid special 

attention to Ge Hua! ” 

“””In the end, guess what? we found a problem, and it was a very, very important problem,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””We investigated Ge Hua’s call records, transaction records, Internet Information, and so on … ” 

“””Most of her actions are normal, but there are a few expenses that can’t be matched … ” 

“””Then, we have a lot of experts here, and we quickly found out that ever since your wife married you, 

she had been secretly contacting a man … ” 

“””Don’t be agitated, don’t be manic!”” Zhao Yu saw that han sai was about to lose his temper again, so 

he quickly stopped him and said,””there’s nothing going on between this man and your wife, but their 

meeting has been kept a secret! ” 

“””Because this man is a private detective!”” ” 

“Hearing this, han sai trembled, his eyes filled with disbelief. ” 

“””You’re underestimating your wife, Ge Hua. She’s an extremely emotional person,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””You’re a couple living together, spending every day together, and staying in the same room. Do 

you think that no matter how good your acting skills are, you can hide it from her?”” ” 

“””No… No, no, no…”” Han sai was still in disbelief.””That’s impossible …”” ” 

“””We found the private detective very quickly,”” Zhao Yu said.””He already confessed that over the 

years, every time you and ge bing went on a business trip, Ge Hua would look for him and ask him to 

follow and take pictures of you … ” 

“””That’s why there are these photos …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the ground.””You can take a look. These 

photos were taken in different years …”” ” 

“””Impossible!”” Han sai swallowed.””Ge Hua doesn’t know that you’re lying to me! If she had sent a 

private detective to investigate me, why didn’t she come clean with me?”” ” 

“””That’s a good question, a very good question!”” Zhao Yu pointed at him and said,””I don’t 

understand it either! ” 

“””How about this,”” Zhao Yu took out his mobile phone, raised his eyebrows, and said,””you can ask 

your wife yourself!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2428: Chapter 2423-live call 



 

“””I’ve really seen my ghost …”” ” 

“On the other side of the interrogation table, Xi menna was using a document to cover her face and 

mumbling something. ” 

“This was because, ever since she started investigating the case, she had been following Zhao Yu closely. 

However, she had never expected that Zhao Yu would find such an important clue without her knowing. 

” 

“Zhao Yu, this guy … ” 

She cursed in her heart. He was really unfathomable! 

“Moreover, he had taken out his phone and allowed han sai to call his wife, Ge Hua, on the spot. Wasn’t 

this a little too unpredictable? ” 

“””You …”” Han sai was surprised as well.””You want me to … Make a call?”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Zhao Yu smiled.””Didn’t you say that these photos were photoshopped? You can verify it 

yourself!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu dialed a phone number. ” 

“However, after he pressed the button, he suddenly felt that something was wrong and hung up again. ” 

“””No, you might not believe me even if I call you,”” Zhao Yu said, opening WeChat.””How about this, I’ll 

just let you guys video call each other!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Han Sai’s eyes widened. ” 

“With a ring of a video call request, the other party quickly picked up the call. ” 

“Zhao Yu put the phone in front of han Sai’s face and said,””””Come on, you should ask your wife!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“Han sai was shocked. He quickly looked at the video and found his wife, Ge Hua, curled up in the 

corner, crying with her arms around her shoulders. ” 

Han sai could tell at a glance that Ge Hua was in their garage. 

“As all the cars were parked in the courtyard, the garage had long become a storage room. ” 

“””Come on,”” cui Lizhu’s voice came from the video,””you can talk now!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” In the video, Ge Hua raised his head and saw han sai in handcuffs. Ge Hua immediately cried 

out in sorrow,””I’m … I’m sorry, hubby. I’m sorry …”” ” 

“””This … This …”” Han Sai’s eyes were about to bleed.””Guwamier, you … You already knew? You … You 

secretly took photos of me …”” ” 



“””Wuwuwu …”” Ge Hua sobbed sadly and nodded his head vigorously. It was obvious that he had 

admitted to the fact that he had secretly taken photos. ” 

“””Why?”” “”Why?”” han sai asked in confusion. Why is that so?”” ” 

“””Before we got married, I already noticed that there was something wrong with you. You … You and 

ge bing … There was something unusual about you two …”” Ge Hua cried and said,””after we got 

married, I realized that you were hiding something from me. I wanted to find out … ” 

“””So … So I had someone follow you. In the end, my worry back then … Came true! Wuwu …”” ” 

“””You …”” Han sai trembled as he asked,””why did you … Since you’ve already found out, why didn’t 

you come to us for a showdown?”” ” 

“””I … Boohoo … Boohoo …”” Ge Hua cried.””I didn’t know if you only had my brother or if you had 

someone else. So, I sent someone to follow you almost every time you went on a business trip …”” ” 

“””Let me ask you …”” Han sai asked in despair,””why didn’t you tell me everything earlier?”” Why?”” ” 

“””I’m doing this for this family!!!”” Ge Hua finally couldn’t take it anymore and immediately 

shouted,””if I show you my cards, what face will the GE family have?! ” 

“””Don’t you think, don’t you think it’s too embarrassing!?”” ” 

“””We’re truly in love. What’s there to be ashamed of?”” Han sai panicked and shouted 

hysterically,””why? why is it so difficult for us to be together?!”” ” 

“””If I had said it earlier! How could it have become like this today!!!”” ” 

“””You … You …”” Ge Hua was dumbfounded by han Sai’s shout. He immediately stood there like a 

wooden pillar … ” 

“Zhao Yu was quick to react and immediately turned off his phone, stopping their conversation. ” 

“””Hey…Hey Hey …”” Han sai glared at Zhao Yu.””What are you doing?”” he asked. ” 

“””The private detective was quite honest,”” Zhao Yu said.””He took your wife’s money, and not only did 

he keep it a secret, but he also destroyed all the photos! ” 

“””So, I had no choice but to take a gamble … I bet that your wife didn’t destroy those photos!”” ” 

Oh … 

“Zhao Yu did not finish his sentence, but Xi Mengna understood everything. ” 

No wonder Zhao Yu didn’t bring Ge Hua back to the police station for questioning! 

“It turned out that Zhao Yu had already arranged everything. He had deliberately arrested han sai in a 

high-profile manner, just to scare Ge Hua. ” 

“After the police left, Ge Hua realized that the photos could be used against han sai, so he went to look 

for the photos and was about to destroy them. However, he was caught red-handed by cui Lizhu, who 

was hiding in the dark! ” 



It was too amazing! 

“Xi menena was shocked. She had thought that Zhao Yu was just an ordinary agent who worked hard, 

but she did not expect Zhao Yu to have so many hidden things. ” 

“””That’s enough!”” Zhao Yu said,””your lie has been exposed. What else do you have to say? With so 

many photos, can’t you prove your relationship with ge bing? ” 

“””You still think that these photos are photoshopped?”” ” 

“””Okay, okay …”” Han sai panted heavily.””I admit that ge bing and I are indeed lovers … But … So what 

if I admit it?”” ” 

“At this point, han Sai’s appearance suddenly changed. His eyes were bloodshot and his gaze was 

gloomy, as if he had turned into a vengeful ghost from hell. ” 

“””What can I do? Han sai, you’re lying!”” Zhao Yu said,””your previous confession will be overturned! ” 

“””Because you love ge bing, you can’t see her being bullied by those foreign bridesmaids, so you 

decided to kill them for her … ” 

“””This is your motive for killing. Are you still not going to admit it?”” ” 

“””Hmph! Why should I admit it?”” Han sai grinned hideously.””I admit that I have a relationship with ge 

bing. But is our relationship illegal?”” ” 

“””I love him, but why should I avenge him and kill for him?”” ” 

“””Han sai, tell me the truth,”” Zhao Yu said.””What did you hear on the train on September 11th last 

year? What did those Russia women say? ” 

“””Is it because of those words, that the starting point of the whole case appeared there?”” ” 

“””I told you,”” han sai insisted,””I fell asleep. I really didn’t hear anything! I didn’t hear them say 

anything about keshenia, nor did I hear them mention ge bing …”” ” 

“””Fine, you have guts, you have guts …”” Zhao Yu laughed.””Han sai, han sai, you really won’t shed 

tears until you see the coffin! ” 

“””Take a good look …”” Zhao Yu gestured to the envelope on the table.””I only took out one-third of it. 

There are still a lot of photos inside!”” ” 

“””Could it be that … You think that all the photos here are photos of you and ge bing!!?”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Hearing this, han Sai’s heart skipped a beat, as if he had understood what Zhao Yu meant. ” 

“””You’re not a fool. You can guess what the rest of the photos are with just your little finger, right?”” 

Zhao Yu reached into the envelope and said,””ever since ge Bing’s wedding, Ge Hua didn’t even attend 

kexegya’s funeral … ” 

“””So, from that moment on, if an older sister didn’t see her younger brother for a few months, do you 

think she really doesn’t care about him at all? ” 



“””So … When you mentioned going on a business trip, what do you think Ge Hua would do?”” ” 

“””No… No…”” Han sai finally showed a frightened expression.””No, no, no, it definitely won’t …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2429: The reason for not laying her cards on the table 

 

“””Is there anything I don’t know?”” Zhao Yu heaved a sigh of relief and said,””han sai, logically 

speaking, as a detective, I shouldn’t have said such things! ” 

“””But there’s a cause for everything, and there’s a cause for everything. No matter how perfect a crime 

is, there will always be unexpected accidents …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu took out a stack of photos from the envelope and threw them in front of han sai. ” 

“””Since the wedding, Ge Hua hasn’t seen her brother for a long time. Although she can’t put down her 

pride, it doesn’t mean that she isn’t worried …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the photo and said,””so, when she 

saw you asking to go on a long trip, she must have thought that you must have met ge bing! ” 

“””So, she called the private Investigator again and followed you …”” ” 

“””Impossible … Impossible …”” Han sai mumbled to himself, but when he saw the pictures, he felt even 

more hopeless … ” 

“””Actually, Ge Hua hasn’t done this for a long time,”” Zhao Yu said.””But this time, she really missed 

her brother. As long as she could see him, she would be at ease … ” 

“””Unfortunately, the private detective didn’t work hard and didn’t manage to capture ge bing. He only 

managed to capture this …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu picked up one of the photos and said,”” ” 

“””Previously, didn’t you keep saying that you have not touched ge Bing’s Ford Edge since December last 

year? ” 

“””Then … What’s going on?”” ” 

“””Ah …”” Looking at the photo, cold sweat broke out on han Sai’s forehead. He was speechless. ” 

“””There’s a date on the photo, and we also have the private detective’s confession,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””And you know where the car is parked! ” 

“””Han sai,”” Zhao Yu said.””To make it easier to commit the crime, you drove ge Bing’s Ford Edge to a 

small hotel outside Manzhou in advance. ” 

“””That hotel also belongs to ge bing. You have the key to the hotel. Because it’s winter, there’s no one 

in the hotel, and there’s no surveillance equipment … ” 

“””Furthermore, you even took the electric sleigh from ge Bing’s house and loaded it into the car … ” 



“””11th December. You made an excuse to go to new Coast for a business meeting. During the meeting, 

you secretly bought all the tools you used for the crime. ” 

“””Then, on the night of the 13th of December, you took a taxi back to the resort. In order not to attract 

any attention, you took a taxi back to qihaer city, and from there, you changed to another car … ” 

“””When you arrived at the resort, you immediately drove the Ford sharp edge into Manzhou city. Then, 

you followed the route that you planned in advance, avoided the surveillance cameras, and went to the 

vicinity of Victory Hotel … ” 

“””What you don’t know is that everything you’ve done has been photographed. Take a good look at 

these photos. Now, you’re starting to believe that if you don’t want people to know, don’t do this. ” 

“””Han sai, it’s not that you’re unlucky,”” Zhao Yu said frankly.””You’re just a little unlucky!”” ” 

“””…”” Xi menna rolled her eyes. She didn’t expect Zhao Yu to be so cheeky at such a critical moment. ” 

“Han sai looked at the photo in despair. In the photo, he was carrying a large bag of tools to intercept a 

taxi. ” 

There was a picture of him loading the tools into the Ford in the small hotel and driving out of the hotel 

in the Ford. The electric sled could even be seen in the picture … 

He could still be seen driving the Ford into Manzhou and turning into an alley near Victory Hotel … 

“””I…I don’t understand …”” Han sai grabbed the picture and struggled to ask,””if someone took a 

picture of me, why didn’t they call the police?”” ” 

“””Han sai, I have no reason to lie to you now!”” Zhao Yu said,””because you turned into an alley, the 

private detective didn’t dare to follow you, so there were no photos later. He didn’t know what you 

were doing at Victory Hotel … ” 

“””In other words, he lost you because it wasn’t a dead end. You drove away from the other side of the 

alley …”” ” 

“””Tsk, tsk, tsk …”” Hearing this, Xi menna was so anxious that she was grinding her teeth. ” 

“Because Zhao Yu’s words had obviously reminded han sai that the police did not have any specific 

evidence of his crime, so why would they tell him the truth? ” 

“Looking at han Sai’s face, it was obvious that he was going to confess. Why not try to trick him? ” 

“Sure enough, there was a struggle in han Sai’s eyes. He quickly looked at the photos again, and after 

finding that there was no specific evidence, he said to Zhao Yu, ” 

“””I did lie before. I did touch ge Bing’s car, and I also thought of taking revenge on those foreign 

women. I also drove the car to Manzhou … ” 

“””However, at the last moment, I couldn’t bring myself to do it, so I drove off … ” 

“””I’m not the murderer!”” ” 



“””Han sai …”” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””the photos take pictures of what you bought and 

which stores you bought it from. We have already verified it! ” 

“””A simple ladder, a wireless electric drill, an expanding tube, a climbing rope … The things you bought 

are exactly the same as the crime scene! ” 

“””Don’t tell me you’re still going to put up a last-ditch struggle?”” ” 

“””This … This can’t prove that I’m the murderer, right?”” Han sai said, feeling good about himself,””I did 

prepare these things, but I didn’t kill anyone in the end! ” 

“””Did … Did someone steal my plan, or was it a pure coincidence?”” ” 

“””Do you even believe it yourself?”” Zhao Yu pointed at the envelope on the table.””Hey, I only gave 

you half of the photos just now. I still have other photos in the envelope. ” 

“””Do you want to see it?”” Zhao Yu smiled sinisterly.””Han sai, do you really think that, as a super 

detective, I would give you a chance to get away with it?”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Han Sai’s heart sank when he saw the letter, which was still bulging. His face turned from 

white to purple.””What … What else is there?”” ” 

Pa … 

“Zhao Yu threw the envelope on the interrogation table.””””You can see for yourself!”” ” 

Han sai was shocked. He quickly flipped the envelope upside down and shook out the contents with 

trembling hands. 

A bunch of photos fell on the table. Han sai took a closer look and immediately frowned. 

“””This … This …”” He asked in surprise,””what are these?”” ” 

“Out of curiosity, Xi menna peeked at the photos and realized that they were all photos of han sai and 

his wife ge bing. Most of them were traveling photos, but there were also some daily photos. Some of 

them were old … ” 

“””What is this? Aiya!”” Zhao Yu sighed and said,””poor han sai, I asked you to video call your wife. 

Don’t you understand my good intentions? ” 

“””You’ve been married for so many years. You’re such a tragedy!”” ” 

“””You …”” Han sai gulped and asked with a frown,””what do you mean?”” Can these photos prove that 

I’m guilty? What is this?”” ” 

“””Han sai!”” Zhao Yu put on a straight face and said seriously,””you’ve been married to Ge Hua for so 

many years. Can’t you tell? ” 

“””Just now, you asked her why she didn’t tell you the truth even though she knew about you and ge 

bing. ” 

“””She said that it’s because she’s afraid of embarrassing herself. Think about it carefully. Is she really 

afraid of embarrassing herself?”” ” 



“””Ah?”” Han sai was panting heavily, completely dumbfounded.””What are you trying to say?”” ” 

“””Idiot!”” Zhao Yu gritted his teeth and shouted,””the reason why Ge Hua didn’t tell you the truth was 

that she was afraid of losing you! She loves you, she has always loved you, can’t you feel it?”” ” 

“””What … What …”” Han sai felt as if he had been struck by lightning, and he instantly collapsed on the 

interrogation chair as if he had aged … ” 

 

Chapter 2430: It’s good enough that you understand 

 

“””Why…Why …”” Han sai mumbled, his eyes filled with endless regret. ” 

“””Why?”” Zhao Yu said disappointedly,””the person who loves you the most is right next to you, but 

you’re blind! How did that Cantonese song go? ” 

“””I didn’t expect that I’d already lost everything I had … ” 

“””Han sai,”” Zhao Yu said,””you destroyed my great life with your own hands!”” ” 

“””No, no, no, no…”” Tears welled up in han Sai’s eyes.””There’s still a chance. I still have a chance. I’m 

not the murderer. You can’t convict me!”” ” 

“””I want to go out. I still want to accompany my gwamier. We want to have children, we want to ride 

horses together …”” ” 

“””No, you won’t have the chance!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and sighed.””The reason I dared to tell you 

everything is because you’ve already lost! ” 

“””The contest between us was never a contest. You’re not my opponent at all!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu took out his mobile phone and showed another photo to han sai, saying,”” ” 

“””Take a closer look. Do you have any impression of the car and this person?”” ” 

“There was a white Volkswagen Golf in the picture, and a man with a goatee and a cap stood in front of 

the golf. ” 

“””This … This …”” Han sai tried to make out who it was, and then he suddenly remembered 

something.””So … It’s him!?”” ” 

“””Familiar, right?”” Zhao Yu said,””this is the private detective your wife hired. This time, he will be our 

important witness! ” 

“””Han sai, you know the rules of the police. Can I show you the photo of the witness? ” 

“””Since I’ve shown it to you, what does that mean?”” ” 

“””It means … It means …”” Han sai knew the answer, but he did not say it out loud. His eyes, however, 

were filled with despair. ” 



“””Let me tell you an unfortunate story!”” Zhao Yu opened a map on his mobile phone and said,””ever 

since the Manzhou incident, the private detective has been humiliated. He had installed a positioning 

software on your mobile phone, but you were smart enough not to bring your mobile phone with you … 

” 

“””So, he could only change his mind and install a locator in your wallet …”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Han sai shuddered. ” 

“””But, the most interesting thing is,”” Zhao Yu said,””your wife, Ge Hua, has stopped placing orders! ” 

“””Your wife might have realized that it was wrong to follow you, or she might’ve lost confidence in this 

private detective and was afraid that he would expose her, so she paid him and stopped him from 

following you … ” 

“””This is probably the most dramatic thing I’ve ever encountered since I’ve solved major cases!”” Zhao 

Yu shook his head and said,””your wife didn’t send anyone to check on you, but the locator was already 

installed …”” ” 

“””So, when we found the private detective, we already knew everything about your movements in the 

past two months! ” 

“””Take a good look at it …”” Zhao Yu put his mobile phone screen in front of han sai.””At the time of 

every crime, you were in Manzhou!”” ” 

“””This GPS is so F * cking awesome, it can even show your location at the crime scene …”” ” 

“……” 

“Looking at the densely packed GPS coordinates on the phone screen, han sai could no longer hold it in. 

Tears flowed out of his eyes and he cried … ” 

“””No… No… Wuwu …”” ” 

“””I’ve said it before, this is karma!”” Zhao Yu said,””do you know why I’m telling you that your wife 

didn’t tell you the truth because she loves you? ” 

“””Because your wife is not your karmic hindrance! That karmic barrier is you! ” 

“””When you married ge bing in order to be with her for a long time, did you ever think that it was 

unfair to you, Ge Hua?”” ” 

“””I…I …”” Han sai pleaded with tears in his eyes,””can I call her?”” ” 

“””What do you think?”” Zhao Yu said fiercely,””did you forget how you treated her just now?”” ” 

“””Please … Please …”” Han sai cried,””let me call her again …”” ” 

“””Why …”” Zhao Yu packed up the folder, shook his head, and sighed.””People only know how to 

cherish things when they lose them?”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu held the documents and gestured to Xi Mengna, then turned and walked towards the 

door. ” 



“””Waa!?”” ” 

Xi menna was stunned. She did not understand. Han sai had not confessed yet! Why was Zhao Yu 

leaving? 

“Just as Zhao Yu walked to the door, he heard han sai shout,”” ” 

“””I’ll tell you, I’ll tell you … As long as you let me make the call, I’ll admit to my crimes …”” ” 

“””Han sai, is your brain rusty?”” Zhao Yu shook his phone, shook his head, and sighed.””This is not a 

confession, but an confession! ” 

“””Your wife is on the way to the police station,”” Zhao Yu said.””After you confess your crimes, I’ll let 

you see her!”” ” 

“After Zhao Yu finished speaking, he stood at the door and waited for a few seconds. Seeing that han sai 

was still hesitating, he turned around and opened the door. ” 

“””Alright, I’ll tell you, I’ll tell you …”” Han sai, who was now completely disheartened, slumped down on 

the interrogation chair and said,””I was … I was the one who killed him on the Kongtong bridge!!!”” ” 

Whoosh … 

“Upon hearing han Sai’s confession, the people in the monitoring room gasped in shock. ” 

Some agents even clenched their fists in excitement … 

Xi menna was also a little dazed. She quickly sat back in the interrogator’s seat. 

“However, just as she sat down, Zhao Yu patted her and said,”” ” 

“””Go, get two glasses of water …”” ” 

“””Oh!”” Xi menna nodded and asked,””two glasses?”” ” 

“””Nonsense, I’m also thirsty!”” ” 

“””Okay, okay …”” Xi menna quickly went out to get some water. ” 

Zhao Yu put the folder on the table and was ready to listen. 

“Xi menna went to the monitoring room to get some water. As soon as she entered the room, she went 

straight to Zeng ke. ” 

“””You guys are really something. You have such important evidence in your hands, and no one told 

me!”” ” 

“””Well … Cough …”” Zeng ke looked at Ran Tao. ” 

“””Don’t look at me, the boss didn’t let us say it!”” Ran Tao clarified and then helped Xi menna pour a 

glass of water. ” 

“””Zhao Yu is really something …”” Xi Mengna bit her lip and said,””I thought he was in a rush and 

wouldn’t be able to get anything out of him! ” 



“””After all this trouble, they actually managed to get hold of so much evidence … ” 

“””I don’t understand!”” Xi menena took the glass of water that Ran Tao handed to her and said,””since 

we already have the coordinates, why did Zhao Yu waste so much time talking to him? ” 

“””If you had taken it out earlier, wouldn’t you have already confessed? I really don’t know … What he’s 

thinking … Hey, hey, hey …”” ” 

“Before Xi menna could finish her sentence, Ran Tao had already pushed her out of the interrogation 

room. ” 

“””Great aunt, great aunt, please do us a favor!”” Ran Tao said nervously,””there are so many people in 

the house!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Seeing Ran Tao’s mysterious look, Xi menna’s eyes widened.””Damn, no way? Could it be … 

That the private detective was a fake?”” ” 

“Ran Tao quickly pulled her aside and explained,””don’t talk nonsense. It’s true that he’s a private 

detective!”” Ge Hua really did send a private detective. I was the one who brought him here, and he’s 

still in the police station!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Xi menna pouted and said,””then why are you so nervous?”” ” 

“””The first half was real,”” Ran Tao whispered into Xi menna’s ear,””the private Investigator saw him 

buying the tools, driving the Ford Edge, and following him all the way to Victory Hotel, but, but …”” ” 

“””Oh … I understand now …”” Xi menna suddenly realized.””Everything is real, only the locator is … Is 

…”” ” 

“””Don’t be so mean, my little great aunt …”” Ran Tao pushed Xi Mengna into the interrogation 

room.””Just understand …”” He said. ” 

 

 

 

 

 


